Title:
App Developer Intern

Job Description:
- Assist the CTO to develop mobile applications (iPhone/Android)
- Handle application development tasks from program flow design, coding, develop, testing, implementation until rollout
- System documentation
- Perform ad-hoc tasks as assigned

This is a great opportunity for an individual that wants to gain hands-on app development experience in an AI startup that has recently been accepted in the Cyber Port accelerator program.

Qualifications and Requirements:
- Hungry for food and enjoy coding for impact
- Degree in Computer Science or related disciplines
- Experience in mobile application development is preferred

Preferred experience:
- Communicating with UX/UI designers
- Working with Unit Testing, UI Framework, Gradle; Protocol Based Programing, Autolayout Constraints, Stack Views, Generic Function, Functional Programming
- Using App Annie, Proguard or anything comparable

About Buds Never Stop Company Limited
Buds Never Stop Company Limited is founded by a party of foodies who aims to revolutionize the F&B industry with the help of big data, AI technology and redefining UX. Our vision is to reinvent the decision-making process of diners such that F&B outlets can focus on satisfying their customers’ taste buds. While we see lots of tech giants making bold moves towards personalized recommendation, F&B industry players seem to overlook this trend.

We are now looking for an App Developer intern who is (both) hungry for changes and food. Sounds interesting? Please send your CV to career@budsneverstop.com.
Title:
Data Science Intern

Job Description:
We are looking for a motivated and self-starting Data Science Intern that will support the lead Data Scientist. You will be working closely with the lead Data Scientist and your tasks will include exploratory data analysis, preparing data for deep learning models, assisting with hyper parameter tuning and other ad-hoc tasks.

This is a great opportunity for an individual that wants to gain hands-on data science experience in an AI startup that has recently been accepted in the Cyber Port accelerator program. Depending on your previous experience and skill, you can quickly move from creating visualizations or data preparation to directly work on deep learning models and deep learning research.

Qualifications and Requirements:
- Must be currently enrolled in computer science, statistics, data science, biostatistics, physics or related field
- Must have basic experience with python
- Previous experience with data structures preferred
- Previous experience with data science libraries (Pandas, scikit-learn, numpy, seaborn, etc) preferred
- Previous experience with natural language processing preferred but not essential
- Previous experience with TensorFlow, Keras or PyTorch preferred but not essential

About Buds Never Stop Company Limited
Buds Never Stop Company Limited is founded by a party of foodies who aims to revolutionize the F&B industry with the help of big data, AI technology and redefining UX. Our vision is to reinvent the decision-making process of diners such that F&B outlets can focus on satisfying their customers’ taste buds. While we see lots of tech giants making bold moves towards personalized recommendation, F&B industry players seem to overlook this trend.

We are now looking for a Data Scientist intern who is (both) hungry for changes and food. Sounds interesting? Please send your CV to career@budsneverstop.com.
Title: UX/UI Designer Intern

Job Description:
We are looking for a motivated and self-starting UX/UI Designer that will support the UX/UI design of a game-changing application. You will be working closely with the Director of Creative Solution to conduct design research and analysis, and also get your hands dirty by implementing the design, and perform other ad-hoc tasks.

This is a great opportunity for an individual that wants to gain hands-on UX/UI design experience in an AI startup that has recently been accepted in the Cyber Port accelerator program!

Qualifications and Requirements:
- Hungry for challenges and achievements
- Creative and with advancement of your problem-solving skills
- Study Graphic Design, interested in the UX/UI design for Web portal, eCommerce platform or Mobile Application
- Conduct design research and analysis
- Proficient in Adobe Creative Suite e.g. Photoshop, illustrator, etc.
- With knowledge of HTML5, CSS3, will be an advantage
- Proficiency in Chinese or English
- Portfolio links should be provided in the resume.

About Buds Never Stop Company Limited
Buds Never Stop Company Limited is founded by a party of foodies who aims to revolutionize the F&B industry with the help of big data, AI technology and redefining UX. Our vision is to reinvent the decision-making process of diners such that F&B outlets can focus on satisfying their customers' taste buds. While we see lots of tech giants making bold moves towards personalized recommendation, F&B industry players seem to overlook this trend.

We are now looking for a UX/UI Designer intern who is (both) hungry for changes and food. Sounds interesting? Please send your CV to career@budsneverstop.com.